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Abstract
In this paper, we study the full-chp interconnect power modeling. ,We show that repeater,insertion is no longer sufficient to
achievethe target frequencies specified hy ITRS, and develop concurrent repeater and FF insertion schemes. Considering structural. interconnects, layer assignment and concurrent repeater and
FF insertion for delay specification, we develop a cycle-accurate
microarchitecture-level interconnect power simulation'. The simulation reduces the over-estimation by'up to 2.46X compared to
power estimation hasedon purelystochasticinterconnects and fixed
switching factor. Furthermore, we show that interconnect pipelining his a lower IPC but can improve throughput by up to 2.03X.
This indicates that the traditional design flow optimizing IPC and
clock frequency separarely may no longer be valid.

sertion is in essence equivalent to our min-FF solution. Different
from our paper, none of the above two papers considers a minpower solution for concurrent repeater and FF insertion, and neither do they study interconnect layer assignment or cycle-accurate
microarchitecture-level interconnect power simulation. Furthermore, no leakage power is considered in [2. 81.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we study repeater and FF insertion for individual wires., In Section
3, we apply concurrent repeater and FF insertion to the full-chip
level considering random interconnects. In Section 4, we study
micro-architectural level interconnect power estimation and cycleaccurate power simulation. We conclude in Section 5.

2. REPEATER AND FLIP-FLOPINSERTION
2.1. Interconnect a n d Device Models

1. INTRODUCTION
Integrated circuit designers always have the desire to increase circuit speed for better performance. The leading high-performance
processors have reached clock frequencies above 3GHz. As the
system delay is dominated by the interconnect delay, an increasing number of repeaters and flip-flops (FFs) are used to reduce the
interconnect delay [I, 2, SI. Consequently, the power consumed
by interconnects including repeaters and FFs gains a growing signiKcance,inthe total system power. Because the power dissipation
has become a primary design constraint, a number of microarchitecture level power simulators [3, 4, 61 are developed to estimate
power and verify power-reduction innovations at the early design
stage. All these simulators, however, do not explicitly characterize
the power consumed by interconnects including repeaters and FFs.
-In this paper, westudy full-chip level interconnect power modeling and reduction. We consider structural interconnects. layer
assignment, and conctment repeater and FF insertion for minimizing number of FFs (min-FF solution) or minimizing power (minpo.wer solution). Related work in the literature include: [2] estimates the power for global interconnect repeater insertion based
on the stochastic wire length distribution [7],and studies delaypower trade-off for minimizing repeater power. Over-simplified
repeater model (i.e., single-model to be defined in Section 2) is
used and no FF insertion is considered: [E] estimates the number
of repeaters and FFs with consideration of routing tree topology.
Its repeater model is the same as the model in [ 2 ] ,and its FF inThis research is partially supported by NSF CAREER Award CCR009327.3, SRC contract 1008, and Hewlen-Pachd. We used computers
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In this paper, we model interconnects by the ll-type distributed
RC circuit, and consider multiple interconnect layers. Top layers
are used for wide and long global interconnects, and bottom layers are used for short local interconnects. Between them are the
layers for intermediate interconnects. For the simplicity of presentation, we assume all wires are glnhal wires in this section, and
define the distinction of global and non-global wires in Sections
3 and 4. We assume that a unit length interconnect has resistance
R, and capacitance C,,,, and model an inverter by its gate capacitance, drain capacitance and its effective resistance. We represent
the gate, drain capacitances and effective output resistance for a
minimum size inverter as CO,
C, and &,respectively. A repeater
can be a single inverter, or a cascaded inverters chain.
We use Elmore delay to calculate interconnect delay, i.e.

where Td is the total delay, R; is the resistance of a wire segment and c d , , , is the sum of downstream capacitance of R,. We
consider interconnect power including dynamic power and leakage
power given by Equation (2) and (3), respectively:
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where fclk is the clock frequency, 1 is the wire length, cy is the
switching factor, I,,, is the unit leakage current, and S is the total
inverter size. Furthermore, N F is the total number of FFs, CF is
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Figure 2: The three models for repeater insertion: (a) single model;
(b)cascaded model; and (c) hybrid model.

Table 1: Technology parameters.
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Figure 1; The repeater and FF insertion problem in two-pin nets.

In this paper. we assume all interconnects are two-pin nets.

This assumption has been used widely in the literature for highlevel estimation [2, 71. Specifically, as shown in Figure 1, we assume every interconnect has one driver and one load. Both driver
and load are inverters with the 4X minimum inverter size. We
study the repeater and ,FFinsertion for two objective functions:
one is to meet the delay target with minimum number of FFs, or
min-FF; and the other is to meet the delay target with minimum
total interconnect power consumption, or'min-power.

2.2. Min-FF Solution
It has been assumed in [2, 101 that for repeater insertion, the input capacitance C,, and effective resistance for each repeater are
respectively, where S is the size of the
equal to S * COand
repeater. Under this assumption. each repeater is a single inverter,
named as single model. To drive a large load, a repeater may contain a than of cascaded inverters, where C;, of a repeater is equal
to COtimes the size of first inverter in the inverter chain. We call
tlus type of repeater as cascaded repeater. An inverter in a cascaded repeat is asrage, and the size ratio between two consecutive
inverters is the stage mrio. In addition, we also consider a hybrid

model where the first stage is a chain of cascaded inverters, hut the
rest stages are single inverters. m e hybrid model may lead to a
good solution when the inverter in the last stage of first repeater
is large enough to drive the rest single repeaters. We illustrate the
three repeater insertion models in Figure 2.
We study the power optimization problem under given delay
target for interconnects. The existing analytical repeater insertion
methods [2, IO] can only be used for single model. We find the
solution by the following enumeration. For cascaded model, we
enumerate the number of repeaters, the first inverter size, the UNform stage ratio and the stage number for each repeater. Again,
we assume that all repeaters are identical. For hybrid model, we
enumerate the number of repeaters, the design of first cascaded repeater, and the uniform design of the rest of repeaters using the
single model. For each combination, we calculate the delay and
power. If the delay is smaller than our delay target, we call this
combination as a vulidsolurion. We choose the valid solution with
the smallest number of FFs. If there are more than one valid solution, we choose the one with lowest power consumption. We also
do pruning during enumeration. If we have obtained a valid solution with repeater size S. all solutions with repeater size greater
than S should he skipped because they definitely consume more
power. If a wire is too long to meet the delay target, we insert FFs
to break the wires into shorter wires. If we have obtained valid
solutions for one wire, we can reuse the solutions for wires of a
same length.

9

10.33

13.12

2.84

3.56

Table 3: The longest wire that repeater insertion alone is able to
meet the delay target without FF insertion. The delay target is 80%
of the clock oenod,
,
~~

'Note the width and height ofglobal wires are from 13hm technology
as we assume the global intercomecu do not have to scaled 111.

Table 2 shows our experiment results from all three models
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Table 2: The power consumption for different wire lengths and different clock frequencies, under three models for repeater insertion. The
symbol "RW means the number of repeaters. For 1GHz and 4mm-long wire, the three models achieve a same solution.

we discuss above. We use the wire lengths 4mm, Smm,and Icm,
and clock frequencies IGHz, 2GHz and 3GHz. We assume that
the delay target is 80% clock period. No FF insertion is needed
for wires up to 8mm and lGHz clock (see highlights in the table).
In this case, the hybrid model achieves 14.31% power reduction
compared with the single model for the 8mm wire under IGHz
system clock. The hybrid model also has the smallest number of
FFs for the same wire and that delay target. This can be further
illustrated in Table 3. For target delay, the longest wire without
FF insertion in the hybrid model can be 1.5Xof that in the single
model.

2.3. Min-power Solution

Figure 4 The power for different wire lengths, under different FF
insertion. The delay target is 24ops corresponding to 80% of clock
period for a 3GHz system clock. Other settings are the same as
those in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: The power Consumption with repeater insertion vs. different wire lengths. We choose IOonm technology and the delay
target as 400 ps. Only the resu!ts from the hybrid model are shown.
Although the hybrid model provides the better power consumption for the same wire length, FF number and clock frequency,
we also observe from the Table 2 that the single model with more
FFs actually has lower power consumption than the hybrid model
with fewer FFs. The reason is that for all repeater insertion models, the resulting power consumption is super-linear w.r.t the wire
length as shown in Figure 3, where the wire length increases by
4X from Imm to 4mm, the power consumption increases by more
than 1OX. It is easy to see that instead of inserting FF merely to
meet the delay target, we can reduce power by aggressively inserting more FFs. Figure 4 shows the power for different wire lengths

for same target delay but different numbers of FFs. According to
the Figure 4, when enough FFs are inserted, the power curve becomes nearly linear with respect to wire length. On the other hand,
FF insertion is not always beneficial. The more FFs inserted, the
more power consumed by the FFs. There exists a point where the
extra power consumed by FFs outweighs the power saving by FF
insertion, i.e. there is an optimal number of FF to be inserted for
minimal power consumption.
The min-power solution finds the concurrent repeater and FF
insertion with the minimum power and with delay less than the
delay target. Again we use enumeration to find the min-power
solution. We enumerate a range of reasonable FF numbers. For
each number, we find the repeater insertion solution as discussed
before. Finally, we choose the solution with the minimum total
power. We present the results under min-power FF insertion and
hybrid repeater model in Table 2. The min-power method can reduce the interconnect power by up to 34.69% compared with the
min-FF method.

2.4. Runtime Reduction

In our implementations, we use table lookup for concurrent repeater and FF insertion solution since there is no closed-form solution. Tables are built for each interconnect length and clock fre-
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quency. Each table envy contains the concurrent repeater and FF
insertion solution and the optimal power. With table lookup we can
greatly reduce runtime and speed up our calculation for full-clup
interconnect power in Section 3 and 4.

3. FULL-CHI€' POWER ESTIMATION
In this section we study the full-chip interconnect power estimation. As we have already seen in the last section, the hybrid model
aclueves the largest power reduction and least number of FFs compared with the other two models. In the rest of this paper, we only
use hybrid model for interconnect power estimation unless specified otherwise.

Table 4 The length boundaries decided by layer assignment with
the gate pitch and system clock.
1m.w

3.1. Layer Assignment
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Because wires in top layers have a smaller RC constant that helps
to reduce delay, it is beneficial to assign long interconnects to top
layers. We have developed the following layer assignmenr: we
assume that all global interconnects are accommodated by 50%
of the total area of the top two layers (and the rest area in the
top layers is used by powerlground and clock routing), and use
Equation (4) to solve the minimum length of global interconnects
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where lmaz is the maximum length of interconnects and it is 2 f i
with N being the total number of gates on the chip, i(l) is the
length density function. l,,;, can he used as the length boundary
between global and intermediate interconnects.
We find the length boundary between intermedate and local
interconnects l,,,,
by the following kuation ( 5 ) :

Figure 5 : The full chip interconnect power for three repeater and
FF insertion solutions. Note the result for min-delay is larger than
results in [Z]because we consider the power from drain capacitances, leakage power and intermediate interconnects that are all
ignored by [Z].

2 x LayerPairs x Chipsize =

l:l:I

inteTmediatepitch-width '

'

i(l)dl

where Layerpairs is the number of pairs of intermediate layers. and the area utilization rate is 100% for the intermediate layer.
We keep increasing LayerPairs until the interconnects withthe
length of l,;,
can meet the delay target without repeater insertion. Interconnects with length less than I,;,
are local interconnects and are assigned to local layers.
3.2. Power Estimation
In this section we study full-chip interconnect power estimation.
We obtain the chip size from ITRS and assume the chip area for
random logic hy subtracting cache area from the total chip area.
We use the length density function i(1) from the stochastic length
distribution methodology[7] to calculate the boundaries between
local, intermediate and global interconnects in layer assignment.
We set the length of one gate pitch as the square root of the logic
gate area obtained from ITRS. The typical rent's exponent of 0.55
is used. The gate count, gate area, and gate pitch are shown in
Table 4.

Table 5 : The number of repeaters and F F s insertion in all three
solutions in Figure 5 . The min-delay solution does not use any FF
insertion.
Figure 5 shows the full chip interconnect power calculated
by the three different repeater and FF insertion solutions. In the
first solution, repeaters are inserted for minimum delay, or mindelay, i.e., we insert repeaters as long as it can reduce delay and
we do not insen any FF. The power reduction from the min-power
method mainly comes from the reduced repeater area. We define
one equivalent repeater as one minimum size inverter. A repeater
with total size S c a n be mapped to S equivalent repeaters. For any
repeater and FF insertion solution, the total power is decided by total wire capacitances, the number of equivalent repeaters and FFs.
Table 5 shows the total number of equivalent repeaters and FFs for
all three solutions. From Table 5 we can see that the min-FF and
min-power solutions reduce the number of equivalent repeaters by
4.56X and 11.67X. respectively. Although the number of F F s in
min-power solution is almost 1OX of that in min-FF solution, minpower solution still save 14.99% power as it reduce the number of
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Figure 6: The flwrplanning of the Supe$hlar processors we
study.
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4. MICHOAI(CH1TECTUKF.-I.EVELPOWER
ESTIMATION AND CYCLE-ACCUKATESlMLZATlOlv

In this section we first develop the microarchitecture level inter-

Table 6 The configuration of the SuperScalar processors we simulate.

connect pouer estimation that improves the poucr estimation i n
Section 3. We then develop the cycle-accurate interconnect pouer
simulation. and show that there is a significant accuracy gap between power estimation and the accurate power simulation. We
conclude that pouer simulation should be used for accurate pouer
modeling.

I

Min-FF power I Min-power power
Total I Dynamic I Total I Dynamic
I 22.11 I 19.78 I 21.35 I 19.72

4.1. Microarchitecture-level Power Estimation
Stochastic interconnect distribution is assumed in [2, 10, 81 and
3. However, major components in a system-on-a-chip
are often connected by varieties of busses that can he modeled accurately. We define two types of interconnects: random interconnects and structural interconnects. The random interconnects
are interconnects inside each module and can be calculated by the
same stochastic model as in Section 3.2. The S ~ N C ~ UinterconT~~
nects are address and data busses between related modules, and
their lengths are decided by the Boorplan of the layout.
We consider lugh-performance SuperScalar processors, and
summarize the configuration of the processor under study in Table
6. Considering gate counts for modules in Table 7 and wire length
minimization between modules, we design the floorplan shown in
Figure 6. We mezsure the lengths of busses according to the Manhattan distances between the centers of modules connected by the
busses.The details about the bit-width and lengths for all busses
canbe found in the technical report [ I l l .
The number of long interconnects are reduced with the introduction of structural interconnects. Therefore, we need to recalculate the overall wire length distribution and layer assignment.
The interconnect density function i(1) for a system i s now the
sum of all interconnect density functions among all modules and
busses, given by Equation (6)
OUT Section

Geometrvmean
PowerEstimation
Difference

14.55 I 16.15 I 14.50 1
31.22 I 31.7 I 30.07
2.15X I 1.96X I 2.07X

I 16.92 I

I
I

33.56

1.98X

I

I

Table 9: The interconnect power with both random and structural
interconnects. Leakage power is omitted because it is not affected
by clock gating. The unit of power is Watt.

i(l)

=

(6)
k

where subscript k iterates over all modules and busses. Using the
same number of layers as in Table 4,the new length boundaries
with consideration of structural interconnects are shown in table
10. Compared to Table 4,the boundaries for both globahtermediate
and intermediateflocal are reduced due to the reduced number of
long interconnects. In other words, ahigher portion of random interconnects can be assigned to the global and intermediate layers
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Table 7: Modules and their correspondent microarchitecture, gate count, and power under different repeater and flip-flop insertion models.
The caches and register files are not considered because they are purely memory array.

Only random
wl structural
Reduction

Totalpower
41.49
33.56

1.24X

Dynamic
33.87
31.22
1.08X

Min-FF
Leakage
7.61
2.34
3.25X

Rep
10022679
2219416
4.52X

FF
15908
69

230X

Totalpower
35.27
31.7
1.11X

Min-power
Dynamic Leakage
2.97
32.31
1.63
30.07
1.08X
1.82X

Rep
3912611
1969583
1.99X

FF
158163
16179
9.76X

Table 8: Total interconnect power without gating, The “Rep” and “FF” represent the number of equivalent repeaters and FE respectively.
The power is in the unit of Watt.

Global and intennedtate
interconnect boundary
Intermediate and local
interconnect boundary

in gate pitch
in mm
in gate pitch
in mm

499
1.272
24
0.061

Table 10: New interconnect length boundaries between local, intermediate and global wires, after we distinguish the structural interconnects and random interconnects.
Considering the new layer assignment, we apply the power
estimation method based on the stochastic length distribution to
each module independently and obtain the interconnect power for
each module (see Table 7). We also apply concurrent repeater and
FF insertion to obtain the interconnect power for busses. In Table
8. adding power for all modules and busses, we obtain the total
interconnect power at the microarchitecture level and compare it
with the full-chip interconnect power estimation from Section 3.
Based on this table, not considering structural interconnects (as in
[Z, 101 and Section 3) over-estimates the interconnect power by
1.24X and 1.11X for the min-FF and min-power solutions, respectively. Part of the power reduction is due to reduced number
of long interconnects, which in t u n reduces the number of equivalent repeaters and FFs. The equivalent repeaters are reduced by
4.52X and 1.99Xfor min-FF and min-power solutions, respectively. Compared to the min-FF solution, the min-power solution
uses slightly fewer repeaters. Only 69 FFs are needed to meet the
delay constraint in the min-FF solution,’ but 16179 FFs are used
by the min-power solution for power reduction. With consideration of power used by FFs, the min-power solution reduces the
’We assume 2GHz clock here. More FFs x e needed by the min-FF
solution under higher clack ram.

reduce IF‘C (instruction per cycle) and therefore is not necessarily
used in practice.

To develop cycle-accurate interconnect power simulation, we further incowrate our interconnect power models with concurrent
insertion in the sim.outorder
of simrepeater and
pleScalar toolset 1141.
~. We can wrform the following
_cycle
. by
cycle simulation: if a module is accessed, we count its active (dynamic + leakage) interconnect power, otherwise we only count its
leakage power. On the other hand, for each bus, we count the number of bit-line transitions in e d r y cycle. The dynamic power in
that cycle equals to the number of transitions times the dynamic
switching power per bus bit-line. Note the dynamic switching
power is the full switching power (tCV*)without the empirical
fixed switching factor. The leakage power for each bus is always
equal to the total number of bit lines times the leakage power per
bus hit-line. By counting only leakage power for idle modules we
implicitly consider clock gating.
We ran simulations for a variety of SPEC 95 benchmarks.
During each simulation, the benchmark is first f a t forwarded by
10 million instructions to avoid the startup effect, and is then simulated for 10 million instructions. Table 9 reports the tofal interconnect power obtained by cycle-accurate simulation. By applying clock gating, the interconnect power based on geometric mean
of all benchmarks can he reduced by 1.98X and 1.96X for minFF and min-power solution, respectively. Combining the overestimation factors in Section 4.1. the overall reduction of overestimation is 2.46X and 2.18X for min-FF and min-power solution, respectively. Fiven such big differences in power, the cycleaccurate interconnect power simulation is needed to obtain accu-
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2.46X compared to power estimation based on purely stochastic
interconnects and fixed switching factor.
Furthermore, we show that although interconnect pipelining
has a lower IPC but it can improve thmughput by up to 2.03X.In
conventional design flow, the system design optimizes IPC and an
independent VLSl design optimizes clock frequency. This design
Row may be no longer valid as indicated by the above example.
We plan to simultaneously optimize microarchitecture and Roorplanning with consideration of FF insertion explicitly.

rate interconnect power and validate power reduction innovations.
4.3. Performance Impact

In this section, we study this performance impact from FF insertion with min-FF solution. In microprocessor designs, FF insertion
affects the IPC because it requires addition pipeline stages at microarchitecture level to amortize the interconnect delay. Therefore,
we can not improve processor performance by simply increasing
clock. For a given program, we choose BIPS (Billion Instruction
Per Second) to represent the performance as shown in (7):
RIPS =

IPC x cyde.frequency
108
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